Friday

9:30  Mark McDaniel and Sarah Moynan (Washington U.)
      Prospective Memory in Normally Aging Adults and Mild Alzheimer’s Patients and Genetic Influences

9:55  Paula Hertel (Trinity):
      Training Forgetting in Major Depressive Disorder with Thought Substitutes

10:20 Paul Merritt (TAMU Corpus):
      Evidence that Episodic Memory Impairment during Tobacco Abstinence Is Independent of
      Attentional Mechanisms

11:00 James Pomerantz and Mary Portillo (Rice): The Perception of Four-Dot Configurations

11:25 Jim Dykes (UTSA): Garner Redundancy Gain and Stroop Interference in Feature Search Tasks

11:50 Wendy S. Francis, Wendy Lieske, Diane Luján, and Silvia P. Sáenz (UTEP):
      Reasons and Conditions for Baseline Response Time Changes in Repeated Picture Naming

1:45  Les Cohen (UT Austin): Infant Categorization and Word Learning

2:10  Jane Childers (Trinity): Does the Alignability of Events Influence Verb Learning?

2:35  Randi Martin (Rice):
      An fMRI Study of Association Strength vs. Selection in Verb Generation

3:30  Morton Ann Gernsbacher [Special Address]
      Autism and Imitation: A Neurofunctional Hypothesis

Saturday

9:30  David S. Gorfein (UT Dallas), Vincent R. Brown (Hofstra U.), Emily Edwards (UT Arlington):
      Homograph Meaning Selection: Consequences for Free Recall

9:55  William S. Maki, Jessica Cooper, and Melissa Patton, (TTU):
      Judgments of Associative, Semantic, and Thematic Memory

10:20 Jim Bartlett and Klayan Shastri (UT Dallas):
      Components of Recognition Memory for Faces, Designs and Words

11:00 R. H. Maki, C. Craig, and J Rudine (TTU):
      Metacomprehension of Statistical Concepts

11:25 Charles A. Weaver, III (Baylor):
      Remembering Bad Things, Not Bad Guys: Eyewitness Memory in Product Liability Cases
11:50 Shu Wang and Michael J. Watkins (Rice):  
On the Determination of Priming from Unidentified Words (talk given by MJW)

1:30 Benton H. Pierce (TAMU Commerce) and David A. Gallo (U. of Chicago):  
The Modality Effect in False Recognition: Evidence from the Criterial Recollection Task.

1:55 Daniel Kimball and Troy Smith (UT Arlington): Correlations among False Recall, Veridical Recall, and Association Strength: Testing the fSAM Model

2:20 Steven M. Smith and Isabel Manzano (TAMU): Movie Mediated Memory

Posters

Curt Carlson (Oklahoma): Computer-Generated Faces Are Not Processed Like Real Faces

Caitlin Brez (UT Austin): VSTM in Infants: Is Location Important?

Erin Buchanan (TTU): Factor Analytic Structure of Associative and Semantic Knowledge

Gabriela Durán and Wendy S. Francis (UTEP):  
Simultaneous Processing of English and Spanish Language Inputs in Bilinguals and Monolinguals

Eva M. de la Riva, Wendy S. Francis, and Julisa T. Caraballo (UTEP):  
Verb Generation Priming: Decomposition of Processes

Leda McDaniel and Paula Hertel (Trinity): Memory Processes in Social Phobia

Joseph Deschamps and James Worthen (SE Louisiana U.):  
Humor and the Effects of Bizarre Elaboration on Long-Term Memory

Trent Terrell (Baylor): Product Identification and Suggestion: Its Effect on Witnesses and Jurors

Amanda E. Holmes and Charles A. Weaver, III (Baylor): Assessing the Recollective Experience: Misinformation Effects, Confidence, and RK Judgment for Product Brand Identification

Susan Stevens (UNM): Predicting False Memories from Semantic Networks

Nick Lange, Rick Thomas, Jason Dana, and Robyn Dawes (Oklahoma U.):  
Earwitness Misinterpretations: Top-Down Biases of Auditory Evidence

Jimmeka Guillory (TAMU), Lisa Geraci (TAMU), and David McCabe (Colorado State U.):  
Are There Two Types of Memory?: Evidence from Subjective Judgments

Kris Gunawan and David R. Gerkens (Cal State Fullerton):  
Hypermnesia: Recovery of Blocked Memories in Free and Forced Recall

Troy Smith and Daniel Kimball (UT Arlington):  
Daniel Kimball and W. Anthony Coker (UT Arlington):
  Impairment in Memory for Everyday Scenes with Part-Set Cuing

Daniel Kimball, William Muntean, and Troy Smith (UT Arlington):
  Dynamics of False Memory during Recognition Tests of Associative Lists

Daniel S. Glaser and Michael J. Watkins (Rice):
  Foraging Words: An Exploration of Exemplar Production from Two Semantic Categories

Gunes Avci and Michael J. Watkins (Rice):
  Foraging Words from Memory: Exploring the Costs of Switching Between Semantic Domains

Li-Hao Yeh (UTEP):
  The Effects of Cross-Language Activation on Bilingual Lexical Disambiguation

Support for the meeting was provided by
The Vice President for Academic Affairs, Trinity University
and by
The Dean of the College of Liberal and Fine Arts, UTSA
Trinity University
October 12 & 13, 2007

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Fee: $70.00 per person includes all conference materials, lunch and dinner on Friday, October 12 and breakfast and lunch on Saturday, October 13 and refreshment breaks.

Location: Trinity University, Holt Conference Center, 106 Oakmont Court, San Antonio, TX 78212
Telephone: 210-999-7601

To Register: Complete and return the registration form together with your payment for the full amount of the registration fee. Deadline for registration is Friday, Sept 21.

Payment: You may pay the conference fee by using a personal check (make payable to Trinity University) or by charging to your American Express, MasterCard or VISA bank cards.

Registration Receipts: When your registration and payment are received, you will be mailed a receipt and both a San Antonio and campus map as well as any updated information.

Cancellations and Refunds: A registration canceled by October 4, 2007 is refundable (less a $20.00 processing fee) or is transferable to another person. A registration canceled after that time is NOT refundable.

HOTEL: A block of rooms has been reserved at the DoubleTree Hotel, Loop 410 and McCullough at the special rate of $96.00 per night, single or double occupancy. The above rates do not include taxes. Individuals are responsible for making their own hotel reservations. Reservations must be made by September 21, 2007 to assure the conference rate. The rates apply to Thursday, October 11, Friday, October 12 & Saturday, October 13, 2007. Reservations can be made by calling 210-366-2424 or 1-800-535-1980. Please note that you must identify yourself as a Trinity University Armadillo Conference participant and request the conference rate. All reservations must be guaranteed by a major credit card. This beautiful hotel is located five minutes from the San Antonio International Airport and ten minutes from the Trinity University campus. The DoubleTree does offer free shuttle service between the airport and the hotel.

Meals: Continental breakfasts, lunches and refreshment breaks on Friday and Saturday, October 12 & 13 will be held in the Holt Conference Center. Dinner on Friday, October 12 will be held at Paloma Blanca ~ a great restaurant mid-way between the hotel and the university campus.

Armadillo Conference
Trinity University Holt Center
106 Oakmont
Information: For additional general information call the Trinity University Conference Office at (210) 999-7601. For program information call a member of the Armadillo Governing Board.

ARMADILLO CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

Name: __James R. Pomerantz_____________________________________________________

Address: __1016 Barkdull St. _____________________________

City, State, Zip: __Houston, TX  77006_____________________________________

Daytime Phone: __713-962-5013___________Home Phone: _ (same)_________________

E-mail address: __pomeran@rice.edu_________________________________________________

Conference Fee: $70.00

Total Amount Due: ___1___ @ $70  =    __70______

Method of Payment:

x☐ Check Enclosed (Payable to Trinity University)
☐ Bill my charge card
☐ American Express  ☐ MasterCard  ☐ VISA ☐ Discover Card

Card No.: ____________________________________________

Expiration Date: ________________________________

Print name as it appears on card: _____________________________________________

Please check one:

☐  I will have a car and will be happy to assist with transportation.
☐  I will need transportation.

Please return to: Armadillo Conference
Trinity University Holt Center.
106 Oakmont